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Abstract: Modern communication networks, have to deal with dynami-

cally changing requirements of emerging applications. In order to support

such heterogeneous requirements on the same substrate network concepts

for network abstraction and network programmabiluty are essential to offer

applications individually tailored views on the network. Network virtualiza-

tion is the basic concept to provide an abstraction of a substrate network

that can be offerend to a network application provider. Here, a network

hypervisor realizes the level of indirection between substrate network and

virtual network(s). Additional programmability can be offered through the

concept of Software Defined Networking (SDN). SDN provides a network

abstraction based on a centralized view on a network to program individ-

ual features such as forwarding rules inside a network. This chapter gives

an overview over the networking concept network virtualization at the ex-

ample of the virtualization of SDN-based networks. The combination of
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network virtualization and Software Defined Networking provides full net-

work abstraction and adaptability. We detail the basic features of a network

hypervisor: abstraction and isolation and provide the example of FlowVisor

as a prominent network hypervisor example in the state of the art.

Keywords: Network Virtualization, Network Hypervisors

1.1. Introduction
Communication networks such as the Internet, data center networks or enterprise

networks have become a critical infrastructure of our society. Although these commu-

nications networks and their protocols have been a great success, they have been de-

signed for providing connectivity in a best-effort manner. However, given the current

shift away from human-to-human communication toward machine-to-machine com-

munication, e.g., in the context of (distributed) cloud computing or Cyber-Physical

Systems (CPSs), designing networks for best-effort transmission is no longer suffi-

cient. The reasons are manifold: future applications like Internet-of-Things or robotics

require communication networks providing Quality-of-Service (QoS) guarantees and

predictable performance while they are sharing the same underlying network infras-

tructure. Whereas traditional communication networks have been planned and oper-

ated by humans, resulting in a rather slow operation and update, modern applications

require fast and automatic changes to new requirements as those of future networking

concepts such as 5G [Agyapong et al., 2014].

Indeed, traditionally it has been assumed that communication networks serve ap-

plications with homogeneous network resource requirements not changing over time.

However, today’s application requirements fluctuate on time scales from minutes to

milliseconds and are possibly highly diverse with respect to their required network

resources [Benson et al., 2010, Erman and Ramakrishnan, 2013, Garcia-Dorado et al.,

2012, Gehlen et al., 2012]. For example for CPSs, communication networks must serve
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latency-critical control loops where resource adaptations must be put into effect within

millisecond timescales. Despite of their different requirements, applications typically

share the same physical infrastructures. As a consequence, they rely on the same pro-

tocol stack. However, communication network infrastructures with their current pro-

tocol stacks lack adequate mechanisms to handle changing application requirements in

a timely manner. Hence, today’s communication networks lack the flexibility in pro-

viding efficient resource sharing with a high level of adaptability, needed to support

demands with diverse network resource requirements changing over time. Overall, this

results in a performance that is far from perfect for both the network operator and

the network users.

Two paradigms, namely Network Virtualization (NV) [Anderson et al., 2005] and

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [McKeown et al., 2008], are expected to cope with

those requirements for flexible network resource sharing and adaptability. Whereas NV

is seen as a key enabler to overcome the ossification of the Internet by introducing

flexible resource sharing [Anderson et al., 2005], SDN introduces a new way of flexibly

programming the shared resources at runtime [McKeown et al., 2008].

NV abstracts physical resources of Infrastructure Providers (InP) and enables ten-

ants, i.e., Service Providers (SP), to use virtual resources according to their users’

demands. Due to NV, InPs and SPs can control physical and virtual resources re-

spectively in a dynamic and independent manner. To gain the highest efficiency out

of virtualized networks, InPs need mechanisms that quickly provide (virtual) network

resources in a predictable and isolated manner. On the other side, SPs should be able

to flexibly request and control their resources with high degree of freedom. Hence, NV

opens a new path towards communication systems hosting multiple virtual networks

of SPs.

SDN decouples control planes of network devices, such as routers and switches,

from their data planes. Using open interfaces such as OpenFlow [McKeown et al.,

2008], SDN provides new means of network programmability [McKeown et al., 2008].

With networks being completely programmable, SDN can realize Network Operat-
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ing Systems (NOSs) integrating new emerging concepts; NOSs can be tailored to

application-, service-, and user-specific demands. As an example, NOSs can integrate

raising mechanisms from the research field of Artificial Intelligence (AI). This might

lead to future NOSs, and communication networks that self-adapt to unforeseen events,

e.g., based on knowledge that is inferred at runtime from the behavior of network users,

network topologies, or the behavior of network elements.

Combining NV and SDN offers the advantages of both worlds: a flexible and dy-

namic resource acquisition by tenants through NV and a standardized way to program

those resources through SDN. This is called the virtualization of software-defined net-

works, leading to the existence of multiple Virtual Software-Defined Networks (vSDNs)

sharing one infrastructure [Sherwood et al., 2009, 2010, Al-Shabibi et al., 2014a,b].

With both paradigms, it is expected that multiple vSDNs coexist while each one is in-

dividually managed by its own NOS. The combination makes it possible to implement,

test, and even introduce new NOSs at runtime into existing networking infrastructures.

Like in computer virtualization where a hypervisor manages Virtual Machines

(VMs) and their physical resource access [Barham et al., 2003], a so-called virtualiza-

tion layer realizes the virtualization of SDNs [Sherwood et al., 2009]. The virtualization

layer assigns, manages, and controls the physical network resources, while coordinating

the access of virtual network tenants. The virtualization layer in SDN-based networks

is realized by one or many network hypervisors [Koponen et al., 2014]. They imple-

ment the control logic needed for virtualizing software-defined networks. They act as

proxies between the NOSs of tenants and the shared physical infrastructure, where

the vSDN networks reside. Due to their key position, a deep understanding of design

choices and performance implications of network hypervisor implementations is of sig-

nificant importance. Without this understanding, network operators cannot provide

SPs with guaranteed and predictable network performance - a critical obstacle for the

success of combining NV and SDN.

In this book chapter, we introduce background needed to understand the concept

of network virtualization and the SDN network hypervisors concept, i.e., NV and SDN.
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(a) Legacy network where the control plane

(CP) and the data plane (DP) are integrated

into a device.
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(b) Software-defined network where the con-

trol plane (CP) is decoupled from the data

plane (DP) of the devices.

Figure 1.1: Comparison of legacy and software-defined network.

Furthermore, we provide an outline of the defining characteristics of network hypervi-

sors. Finally, we briefly survey the first SDN network hypervisor, namely FlowVisor.

1.2. Background

1.2.1. Software-Defined Networking (SDN)

In legacy networks, the control plane is tightly coupled into the same device as the

data plane. Fig. 1.1a shows an example network where the control plane is distributed

among the devices. The control plane is responsible for control decisions, e.g., to

populate the routing tables of Internet Protocol (IP) routers for effective packet for-

warding. Accordingly, in case of distributed control planes, an overall network control

is established through the operation of distributed network operating systems. As dis-

tributed operating systems may belong to different stakeholders, a common agreement

on the available functions and protocols is always needed in case of adaptations. This,

however, may hinder the innovation of communication networks: in order to let oper-

ating systems cooperate, basic agreements need to be established first. Achieving such

agreements might, however, be a time intensive and long taking task.

In order to overcome such problems, SDN decouples the control plane from the
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data plane, which allows a centralized logical control of distributed devices [McKeown

et al., 2008]. Fig 1.1b illustrates an example where the control is decoupled from the

devices. The control plane logic is centralized in the SDN controller, which operates

the SDN switches. The centralized control maintains the global network state, which is

distributed across the data plane devices. While the data plane devices still carry out

the forwarding of data packets, the centralized control now instructs the data plane

devices how and where to forward data packets.

SDN defines the Data-Controller Plane Interface (D-CPI)1 to program distributed

networking devices. The D-CPI is used between the physical data plane and the (log-

ically centralized) control plane. The connection between SDN devices and SDN con-

trollers is referred as control channel. To establish connections through control chan-

nels, SDN switches still need to implement logics, so-called agents, which receive and

execute commands from the external control plane. To provide a common operation

and control among heterogeneous SDN devices, instruction sets that abstract the

physical data plane hardware are needed. The most most popular development is the

OpenFlow (OF) protocol [McKeown et al., 2008].

SDN controllers are written in software, which can be implemented through a

variety of programming languages, e.g., C++ or Python. This hardware independence

is expected to bring faster development and deployment of networking solutions. One

of the first SDN controllers has been NOX [Gude et al., 2008]. Many SDN controllers

have followed: e.g., Ryu [ryu], ONOS [Berde et al., 2014], Beacon [Erickson, 2013],

OpenDayLight [OpenDaylight, 2013]. Being implemented in software, SDN further

allows to freely design control plane architectures among the whole spectrum from

one central entity to a completely distributed control plane, such as in traditional

networks [Tootoonchian and Ganjali, 2010, Koponen et al., 2010].

SDN applies a match and action paradigm to realize packet forwarding decisions.

The SDN controller pushes instruction sets to the data plane, which include a match

1This interface has also been known as the Southbound interface earlier.
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and action specification. In SDN, match specifications define a flow of packets, i.e., net-

work traffic flow. A match is determined by the header values of packets of a network

flow. For example, OF defines a set of header fields including, e.g., the Transmission

Control Protocol (TCP) header and the IP header. An SDN controller instructs SDN

switches to match on the specified fields and apply actions. The main actions are for-

ward, drop, or modify network packets. Each version of the OF specification extended

the set of header fields that can be matched on as well as the available actions.

An SDN switch stores the instructions on how to handle network packets in one or

multiple flow tables. The size for storing flow table entries is a defining characteristic

of an SDN switch. Flow tables can be implemented either in hardware or software.

Current OF switches use Ternary Content Addressable Memories (TCAMs) for hard-

ware tables, which are fast but costly and limited. In contrast, software tables provide

more space but are slower than hardware tables in storing and complex matching

of network flows [Kuźniar et al., 2015]. Accordingly, for a predictable isolation, such

resources also need to be allocated properly.

In order to ease the development of new networking applications as well as the

control of software-defined networks, controllers provide Application-Controller Plane

Interfaces (A-CPIs) [Open Networking Foundation (ONF), 2014b,c]. Networking ap-

plications, like firewalls or load balancers, reside in the application control plane and

use such A-CPIs, . However, networking applications can be developed upon the pro-

vided functionality of the controllers’ specific A-CPIs. Accordingly, while networking

application designers and operators can again freely develop in any programming lan-

guage, they are dependent on the A-CPI protocol of the respective controller, e.g.,

the REST API of ONOS [Berde et al., 2014] in OF-based networks. Unfortunately, no

common instruction set for the A-CPI has been defined yet.

This book chapter targets network hypervisors for OpenFlow (OF)-based SDN net-

works. Hence, this section introduces background information on the OF protocol, its

implementation aspects and message types, which are defined by the Open Networking

Foundation (ONF) in different versions Open Networking Foundation (ONF) [2009,
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2011a,b, 2012, 2013, 2014a]. Moreover, it introduces several SDN network hypervisors.

1.2.2. OpenFlow Protocol

As OF is so far the most prominent and accepted realization for SDN-based networks,

many OF controllers, switches, and network hypervisors exist. Accordingly, when dis-

cussing OF-based vSDNs, background information on the OF protocol be provided

for a basic understanding of OF-based network hypervisors.

OpenFlow components.. In an SDN network, one controller manages multiple

OF switches: controllers and switches build the end-points of the OF protocol. The

switches are connected via multiple OpenFlow (OF) control channels with the con-

troller.

An OF switch typically has one control channel for one controller; auxiliary (par-

allel) control channels are possible, e.g., to improve redundancy. The OF specification

does not specify the control channel to be an out-band network, i.e., dedicated switches

for the control traffic, or an in-band one, where control traffic is transmitted through

the managed OF switches.

Literature sometimes calls the entity that implements the OF specification on the

switch side the OpenFlow (OF) agent [Kreutz et al., 2015]. Given the IP address

of the controller, OF agents initiate TCP connections to the controller via the OF

control channel interface. The controller’s IP address is normally pre-configured on

switches before starting network control and operation. OF messages, i.e., commands,

statistics, and notifications are sent through the control channels.

OpenFlow messages.. OF defines three message types: Controller-to-Switch,Asyn-

chronous, and Symmetric. The controller initiates Controller-to-Switch messages: e.g.,

to request features or to send a packet out on the data path of the switch. Only

switches send asynchronous messages. Switches use these messages to report network

events to controllers or changes of the their states. Both controllers or switches can
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send Symmetric messages. They are sent without solicitation. The following message

are typically used in OF-based networks. Asynchronous messages:

� OFPT PACKET IN: Switches send OFPT PACKET IN messages to controllers to transfer

the control of the packet. They are either triggered by a flow entry (a rule that

specifies to send OFPT PACKET IN messages) or by a table-miss (when no rule can

be found and the switch is then sending OFPT PACKET IN messages as its default

behavior).

Controller-to-Switch messages:

� OFPT FEATURES REQUEST and OFPT FEATURES REPLY: This message request/reply

pattern exchanges the main information on switch identities and on switch capa-

bilities. A controller normally requests features once when a new control channel

connection is established.

� OFPT FLOW MOD: This message modifies flow table entries; it adds, modifies, or re-

moves flows from tables.

� OFMP PORT STATS: The controller sends this message to request statistics about one

or many ports of the switch. Statistics can be about received or transmitted packets

and bytes etc.

� OFPT PACKET OUT: A controller uses this message type to send a packet out through

the datapath of a switch. The controller sends this message, for instance, to discover

topologies by using the Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP).

The next section provides a brief introduction on network virtualization. After-

wards, we connect both worlds, i.e., SDN and NV through the notion of network

hypervisors.
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(a) Traditional role: SP providing access to

service providers and customers. SPs cannot

impact network decision and resource alloca-

tion.

Infrastructure Provider (InP)

Service
Provider 1

Service
Provider 2

Customer
SP2

Customer
SP1

(b) NV business model: SPs request virtual

networks. Customers connect to services via

virtual networks.

Figure 1.2: Traditional business model with SP versus NV business model with INP.

1.3. Network Virtualization
NV has its roots in the virtualization of computers. Virtualization of computers has

been one of the main drivers for the deployment of data centers and clouds [Goldberg,

1974, Li et al., 2010, Sahoo et al., 2010, Douglis and Krieger, 2013, Smith and Nair,

2005, Zhang et al., 2014]. Inspired by this successful development, NV has initially

been investigated for testbed deployments [Anderson et al., 2005, Turner and Taylor,

2005, Feamster et al., 2007]. The idea of sharing physical networking resources among

multiple tenants or customers has then been transferred to communication networks

serving production network traffic: NV is seen as the key enabler for overcoming the

ossification of the Internet [Anderson et al., 2005, Feamster et al., 2007, Turner and

Taylor, 2005]. As the idea of virtual networks is not new in general (e.g., VLAN de-

fines layer 2 virtual networks), different network virtualization definitions and models

have been proposed [Chowdhury and Boutaba, 2008, Bari et al., 2013, Casado et al.,

2010, Koponen et al., 2015, 2014], e.g., based on the domain (data centers, wide area

networks) they target.

NV has led to new business models, which are seen as main drivers for innovation

for communication network technologies. One business model for network virtualiza-

tion is introduced in [Chowdhury and Boutaba, 2009], as briefly introduced in the

following. Fig. 1.2 compares the traditional roles with the NV roles. Traditionally, an
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Internet Service Provider (ISP) provides Internet access for its customers towards a

Service Provider (SP), such as Google, Netflix, Amazon, etc., which host their ser-

vices in data centers (Fig. 1.2a). In the business models of network virtualization, as

illustrated in Fig. 1.2b, the traditional role of an Internet Service Provider (ISP) of

managing and operating networks is split into an SP role and an InP role [Feamster

et al., 2007]. The SP’s role can be enriched with network control. They become the

operators of virtual networks. Thus, SPs can use their knowledge about their services

and applications to implement advanced network control algorithms, which are de-

signed to meet the service and application requirements. It is then the task of the

InP to provide virtual networks to the SPs. SPs (tenants) might even create virtual

networks by requesting resources from multiple InPs.

Generally, virtualization is construed differently among networking domains [Chowd-

hury and Boutaba, 2009]. Hence, different networking domains use varying technolo-

gies to realize virtual networks. For instance, VXLAN [Mahalingam et al., 2014],

GRE [Farinacci et al., 2000], or GRE’s NV variant NVGRE [Garg and Wang, 2015]

are used in data centers to interconnect virtual machines of tenants. Techniques such

as Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) [Xiao et al., 2000, Rosen et al., 2001] create

logically-isolated virtual networks on the IP layer based on tunneling technologies,

while potentially relying on specialized networking hardware.

Full network virtualization comprises all physical resources that are needed to

provide virtual networks with guaranteed and predictable performance. The ability to

program virtual networks, e.g., by using SDN, is a further important key aspect of (full)

network virtualization [Koponen et al., 2014]. Taking a look at Virtual Local Area

Network (VLAN)-based virtualization without the ability of programming, tenants

have no opportunity to instruct switches to make traffic steering decisions. However, to

fully benefit from NV opportunities, tenants should obtain virtual network resources,

including full views of network topologies and allocated networking resources, involving

link data rates and network node resources, such as Central Processing Unit (CPU)

or memory.
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Providing isolated and programmable virtual networks has manifold advantages:

first, network operators can design, develop, and test novel networking paradigms,

without any constraints imposed by the currently deployed protocols or (Internet)

architecture [Anderson et al., 2005]. Second, network systems that are designed to

the demands of the served applications or users do not suffer from the overhead of

unused network stacks or protocols. Furthermore, NV is seen as a key to provide

predictable (guaranteed) network performance [Ballani et al., 2011]. As a consequence,

SPs should be enabled to offer new services over existing infrastructures much faster

with higher flexibility, i.e., ease to adapt their networks to changing user and service

demands [Keller et al., 2012]. One way to offer this kind of feature is to use so-called

network hypervisors, as introduced in the next section.

1.4. SDN Network Hypervisors
SDN network hypervisors implement the virtualization layer for virtualizing SDN net-

works. They provide the main network functions for virtualization of SDN networks.

In this section, we explain how to virtualize SDN networks through a network hyper-

visor and its virtualization functions. We highlight the main functions that need to

be implemented towards being compliant with the introduced abstraction demands of

NV.

1.4.1. From Software-Defined Networks to Vir-

tual Software-Defined Networks

Combining NV and SDN provides tenants the advantages of both concepts, i.e., flexible

resource sharing by acquiring virtual networks, and programmability of the network

resources by using SDN. With the introduced programmability of SDN, NV offering
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Physical Network

VN 1

VN 2

(a) Virtual Networks

Physical SDN Network

SDN Controller

(b) SDN Network

Physical SDN Network

Virtualization Layer

SDN C1 SDN C2

(c) Virtualized SDN Network

Figure 1.3: Comparison of virtual networks, SDN network, and virtual SDN networks.
Dotted lines on Fig. 1.3a indicate the embedding of the virtual nodes. Dashed lines
in Fig. 1.3b illustrate the control connections between the SDN controller and the
physical SDN network. Black dashed lines in Fig 1.3c show the connection between
tenant controllers and the virtualization layer, while dashed colored lines show the
connections between the virtualization layer and the physical SDN network. Dotted
lines between virtual nodes on the physical network indicate the virtual paths between
them.

virtual resource programmability towards tenants can now be put into effect [Jain

and Paul, 2013]. Accordingly, NV is seen as one killer application of SDN [Drutskoy

et al., 2013, Feamster et al., 2014], that is, it provides the programmability of virtual

network resources. The result of combining NV and SDN are vSDNs sharing the same

infrastructure.

Figure 1.3 illustrates the differences between virtual networks, software-defined

networks, and virtual software-defined networks. Figure 1.3a shows the traditional

view of virtual networks. Two virtual networks are hosted on a substrate network.

The dashed lines illustrate the location of the virtual resources. The interconnection

of the virtual nodes is determined by the path embedding or routing concept of the

InP. A clear way how a tenant can control and configure its virtual network is not

given. SDN provides one option for providing virtual network resource control and

even configuration to tenants. Figure 1.3b illustrates how an SDN controller operates

on to top of a physical SDN network. The SDN controller is located outside of the

network elements. It controls the network based on a logically centralized view. Fig-

ure 1.3c shows the combination of NV and SDN. A virtualization layer is responsible
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for managing the physical network. Besides, the virtualization layer orchestrates the

control access among SDN controllers (here SDN C1 and C2) of tenants. As an ex-

ample, tenant 1 (VN 1) has access to three network elements while tenant 2 (VN 2)

has access to two network elements. Note the virtualization layer in the middle that

is shared by both tenants.

1.4.2. SDN Controllers versus SDN Network Hy-

pervisors

By adding a virtualization layer, i.e., a network hypervisor, on top of the networking

hardware, multiple vSDN operating systems are alleviated to control resources of the

same substrate network. This concept has been proposed by [Sherwood et al., 2009,

2010]. The network hypervisor interacts with the networking hardware via the D-CPI

through an SDN protocol, e.g., OF. In case of NV, the hypervisor provides on top the

same D-CPI interface towards virtual network tenants. This feature of the hypervisor

to interface through multiple D-CPI with multiple virtual SDN controllers is seen as

one of the defining features when virtualizing SDN networks.

Fig. 1.4 illustrates the difference between SDN networks and vSDNs in terms of

their interfaces to tenants. In SDN networks (Fig. 1.4a), network applications are

running on top of an SDN controller. The applications use the A-CPI of the controller

to connect and communicate with the SDN controller.

For vSDNs, as depicted in Fig. 1.4b, the network hypervisor implements the vir-

tualization layer. The tenants now communicate again via a D-CPI with the network

hypervisor. Still, on top of the tenant controllers, applications communicate via the

controllers’ A-CPI interfaces during runtime. The hypervisor acts as a proxy: it in-

tercepts the control messages between tenants and the physical SDN network. The

hypervisor acts as the SDN controller towards the physical SDN network. It trans-

lates the control plane messages between the tenant SDN controllers and the physical
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Physical SDN Network

SDN Controller

App1 App2

A-CPI

D-CPI

(a) Applications interact via A-CPI with SDN

Controller. SDN controller interacts via D-

CPI with physical SDN network.

Physical SDN Network

SDN Network Hypervisor

D-CPI

D-CPI

vSDN Ctrl-1 vSDN Ctrl-2

App1 App2 App1 App2

A-CPI

(b) Comparison of SDN and vSDNs, and

respective interfaces. The tenant controllers

communicate through the SDN network hy-

pervisor with their virtual switches.

Figure 1.4: Comparison of SDN and Virtual Software-Defined Network (vSDN), and
respective interfaces.

SDN network. Message translation is the main functional task a hypervisor has to

accomplish.

1.4.3. SDN Network Hypervisors: Virtualization

Tasks and Functions

Next to translating messages, SDN network hypervisors face many tasks when virtual-

izing SDN networks: they need to grant access to tenants, isolate the virtual networks

on the data plane, avoid interference on the control plane, guarantee predictable net-

work operation, grant adaptation capabilities etc. In the following, we outline the

tasks of a network hypervisor to abstract (virtualize) SDN networking resources and

to create isolated virtual SDN networks.
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Physical Switch

Virtual
Switch

Virtual
Switch

(a) Switch Partitioning

Physical Switch

Virtual
Switch

Virtual
Switch

Physical Switch

Network Hypervisor

(b) Switch Partitioning & Aggregation

Figure 1.5: Comparison between switch partitioning and switch partitioning & aggre-
gation. Fig. 1.5a shows a physical switch partitioned into two virtual switches. Fig. 1.5b
illustrates partitioning and aggregation. Here, the right virtual switch represents an
aggregation among two physical switches.

1.4.3.1. Abstraction

Overall, many tasks are affected by the realization of the main feature that hypervisors

need to offer — the abstraction feature. Abstraction means ”the act of considering

something as a general quality or characteristic, apart from concrete realities, specific

objects, or actual instances” [Corsini, 2002]. As abstraction is seen as a fundamental

advantage of NV and SDN [Casado et al., 2014, 2010, Douglis and Krieger, 2013],

an SDN network hypervisor should be able to abstract details of the physical SDN

network. The degree of abstraction of the network representation determines also

the level of virtualization [Chowdhury and Boutaba, 2008], which is provided by a

network hypervisor. The available features and capabilities are directly communicated

by a hypervisor towards the tenants.

Three SDN network abstraction features are seen as the basic building blocks of a

virtualization layer for SDN: topology abstraction, physical node resource abstraction,

and physical link resource abstraction.

Topology Abstraction

Topology abstraction involves the abstraction of topology information, i.e., the in-

formation about the physical nodes and links that tenants receive as their view of

the topology. The actual view of tenants is defined by the mapping of the requested
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Embedding:

vSDN View:

vSDN Request:

(a) View abstraction with a

1-to-N link mapping and 1-

to-1 node mapping, which in-

volves the intermediate node.

No path abstraction and no

path splitting.

Embedding:

vSDN View:

vSDN Request:

(b) View abstraction with 1-

to-N link mapping and 1-to-

1 node mapping, which does

not involve the intermediate

node. Path abstraction and

no path splitting.

Embedding:

vSDN View:

vSDN Request:

(c) Link abstraction with 1-

to-N link mapping and 1-to-

1 node mapping, which does

not involve the intermediate

nodes. Path abstraction and

path splitting.

Figure 1.6: Comparison between link abstraction procedures. On top the requested
virtual network. In the middle the provided view based on the embedding on the
bottom.

nodes/links to the physical network and the abstraction level provided by the vir-

tualization layer. Generally, we define the mapping of a virtual node/link to many

physical nodes/links as a ”1-to-N” mapping. A virtual node, for instance, can span

across many physical nodes. In case a tenant receives a ”1-to-N” mapping without

abstraction, he has to do additional work; the tenant has to implement the forwarding

of network packets on intermediate nodes by himself. When regarding links, while a

tenant requests only a virtual link between two nodes, he receives a view also con-

taining intermediate nodes to be managed by the tenant. In case nodes and links are

mapped to only one physical instance, we call this a ”1-to-1” mapping.

The provided information about nodes involves their locations and their intercon-

nections through links. A virtual node can be realized on one (”1-to-1”) or across many

physical nodes (”1-to-N”). Fig. 1.5 illustrates the two cases. Fig. 1.5a shows an exam-

ple where a switch is partitioned into multiple virtual instances. Each virtual switch is

running on one physical switch only. As an example for node aggregation, i.e., where

two physical instances are abstracted as one, a tenant operating a secure SDN network

wants to operate incoming and outgoing nodes of a topology only. Thus, a physical
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topology consisting of many nodes might be represented via ”one big switch” [Mon-

santo et al., 2013, Chowdhury and Boutaba, 2008, Casado et al., 2010, Jin et al., 2015].

As illustrated in Fig. 1.5b, the right green switch is spanning two physical instances.

The network hypervisor aggregates the information of both physical switches into one

virtual switch.

Similar, different mapping and abstraction options for virtual links or paths ex-

ist. Physical links and paths are abstracted as virtual links. Realizations of virtual

links can consist of multiple hops, i.e., physical nodes. A tenant’s view might contain

the intermediate nodes or not. An example where intermediate nodes are not hidden

from the view is shown by Fig. 1.6a. The request involves two nodes and a virtual

path connecting them. As the physical path realization of the virtual link spans an

intermediate node, the view depicts this node. Fig. 1.6b shows a view that hides the

intermediate node. Besides, a virtual path can also be realized via multiple physical

paths, which is illustrated by Fig. 1.6c. For this, the infrastructure needs to provide

path splitting techniques [Yu et al., 2010].

Physical Node Resource Abstraction

In virtual networks, CPU and memory are usually considered as the main network node

resources. For SDN networks, memory is additionally differentiated from the space to

store matching entries for network flows, i.e., flow table space. While flow table space

is only used for realizing the match-and-action paradigm, memory might be needed

to realize a network stack (e.g., a tenant NOS on a device in case of a distributed

virtualization architecture) or for realizing network management functionality (e.g., a

byte counter for charging). CPU resource information can be abstracted in different

ways. It can be represented by the number of available CPU cores or the amount of

percentage of CPU. Similar, tenants can receive a concrete number or partitions of

memories. Flow table resources involve, e.g., the number of flow tables or the number

of TCAMs [Pagiamtzis and Sheikholeslami, 2006, Panigrahy and Sharma, 2002]. For
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Isolation of Vir-
tual SDN Networks

Control Plane Hy-
pervisor: Instances

(CPU, Memory, etc.),
Network (Data rate,
Buffer Space, etc.)

Data Plane Physical
Network: Nodes, Links

Virtual SDN Netw.
Addr.: Address

Domain (IP, MAC,
TCP Port, etc.)

Type of Isolated Network Attribute

Figure 1.7: Network hypervisors isolate three network virtualization attributes: control
plane, data plane, and vSDN addressing.

instance, if switches provide multiple table types such as physical and software tables,

network hypervisors need to reserve parts of these tables according to the demanded

performance. Again, based on the level of abstraction, the different table types (soft-

ware or hardware) are abstracted from tenants’ views in order to lower operational

complexity for them.

Physical Link Resource Abstraction

Physical link resources involve the data rate, the available queues, the queue attributes

such as different priorities in case of a priority queuing discipline, as well as the link

buffers. Tenants might request virtual networks with delay or loss guarantees. To

guarantee delay and upper loss bounds, substrate operators need to operate queues

and buffers for the tenants. That is, the operation of queues and buffers is abstracted

from the tenant. However, tenants might even request to operate queues and buffers

themselves. For instance, the operation of meters, which rely on buffers, is a funda-

mental feature of recent OF versions. To provide tenants with their requested modes

of operations, like metering, substrate operators need to carefully manage the physical

resources.
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1.4.3.2. Isolation

Network hypervisors should provide isolated virtual networks for tenants while trying

to perceive the best possible resource efficiency out of the physical infrastructure.

While tenants do not only demand physical resources for their operations, physical

resources are also needed to put virtualization into effect, e.g., to realize isolation.

Physical resources can be classified into three main categories as depicted in Fig 1.7:

the provided addressing space, the control plane and the data plane resources.

vSDN Addressing Isolation

With virtualized SDN networks, tenants should receive the whole programmability

of an SDN network. This means, tenants should be free to address flows according

to their configurations and demands. Accordingly, techniques need to provide unique

identification of the flows of different tenants. In a non-virtualized SDN network, the

amount of addressable flow space is limited by the physical infrastructure attributes,

i.e., the type of network (e.g., layer 2 only) and the used protocols (e.g., MPLS as the

only tunneling protocol). The available headers and their configuration possibilities

determine the amount of available flows. In virtualized SDN networks, more possibili-

ties are available: e.g., if the vSDN topologies of two tenants do not overlap physically,

the same address space in both vSDNs would be available. Or if tenants request lower

OF versions than the deployed ones, extra header fields added by higher OF versions

could also be used for differentiation. For instance, OF 1.1 introduced MPLS that can

be used to distinguish tenants who request only OF 1.0.

Control Plane Isolation

In SDN networks, it is well known that the control plane performance affects the data

plane performance [Tootoonchian and Ganjali, 2010]. In addition, execution platforms

(i.e., their CPU, memory, etc.), which host SDN controllers, directly influence the

control plane performance [Kuzniar et al., 2014, Rotsos et al., 2012, Tootoonchian
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and Ganjali, 2010, Tootoonchian et al., 2012]. For instance, when an SDN controller

is under heavy load, i.e., available CPUs run at high utilization, OF control packet

processing might take longer. As a result, forwarding setups on switches might be

delayed. On the other hand, also the resources of the control channels and switches

can impact the data plane performance. In traditional routers, the routing processor

running the control plane logic communicates with the data plane elements (e.g.,

Forwarding Information Base (FIB)) over a separate bus (e.g., a PCI bus). In SDN,

controllers are running as external entities with their control channels at the mercy of

the network. If a control channel is currently utilized by many OF packets, delay and

even loss might occur, which can lead to delayed forwarding decisions. On switches, so

called agents manage the connection towards the external control plane. Thus, switch

resources consumed by agents (node CPU & memory, and link buffer & data rate) can

also impact the performance of the control plane.

The overall performance perceived by tenant controllers is determined by many

factors: the physical network, i.e., node and link capabilities; the processing speed

of a hypervisor being determined by the CPU of its host; the control plane latency

between tenant controllers and hypervisors is determined by the available data rate of

the connecting network. What comes in addition is the potential drawback of sharing

resources: performance degradation due to resource interference. Resource interfer-

ence happens, for instance, when misconfigured controllers overwhelm virtualization

infrastructures with too many control messages. Without isolation, the overload gen-

erated by a tenant can then degrade the perceived performance of other tenants, which

degrades the data plane performance. To provide predictable and guaranteed perfor-

mance, a resource isolation scheme for tenants needs to carefully allocate all involved

resources at the data and the control plane.
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Data Plane Isolation

The main resources of the data plane are node CPUs, node hardware accelerators, node

flow table space, link buffers, link queues, and link data rates. Node resources need to

be reserved and isolated between tenants for efficient forwarding and processing of the

tenants’ data plane traffic. On switches, for instance, different sources can utilize their

CPU resources: (1) generation of SDN messages, (2) processing data plane packets

on the switches’ CPUs, i.e., their ”slow paths”, and (3) switch state monitoring and

storing [Sherwood et al., 2009]. As there is an overhead of control plane processing due

to involved networking operations, i.e., exchanging control messages with the network

hypervisor, virtualizing SDN networks requires an even more thorough allocation of

all involved resources. Besides, the utilization of the resources might change under

varying workloads. Such variations need also be taken into account when allocating

resources.

In order to successfully accomplish all these tasks, many challenges need to be

solved in different research areas: e.g., architecture design of hypervisors providing

predictable and guaranteed performance as well as solving algorithmically hard re-

source allocation problems for provisioning isolated virtual network resources.

1.5. A Network Hypervisor example: FlowVi-

sor
FlowVisor (FV) [Sherwood et al., 2009] has been the first hypervisor for virtualizing

OF-based software-defined networks, enabling sharing of SDN networking resources

between multiple SDN controllers. In this section, we will briefly describe how FlowVi-

sor addresses some of the aforementioned attributes of network hypervisors. For a more

comprehensive elaboration and comparison of different network hypervisor implemen-

tation, we refer to our survey in [Blenk et al., 2016].
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Architecture. FV is a software network hypervisor and can run stand-alone on

any commodity server or inside a virtual machine. Sitting between the tenant SDN

controllers and the SDN networking hardware, FV processes the control traffic between

tenants from and to the SDN switches. FV further controls the view of the network

towards the tenants, i.e., it can abstract switch resources. FV supports OF 1.0 Open

Networking Foundation (ONF) [2009].

Flowspace. FV defines the term flowspace. A flowspace for a tenant describes a

possibly non-contiguous sub-space of the header field space of an OF-based network.

Flowspaces between tenants should not overlap; therefore, FV guarantees isolated

flowspaces for tenants. If tenants try to address flows outside their flowspaces, FV

rewrites the packet headers. If packet headers cannot be rewritten, FV sends an OF

error message. FV distinguishes shared from non-shared switches between tenants

for flowspace isolation. For shared switches, FV ensures that tenants cannot share

flowspaces, i.e., packet headers. For non-shared switches, flowspaces can be reused

among tenants as those are physically isolated.

Bandwidth Isolation. While OF in its original version has not provided any QoS

techniques for data plane isolation, FV realized data plane isolation by using VLAN

priority bits in data packets. Switches are configured out-of-band by a network ad-

ministrator to make use, if available, of priority queues. FV, then, rewrites tenant

rules to further set the VLAN priorities of the tenants’ data packets [Sofia, 2009]. The

so called VLAN Priority Code Point (PCP) specifies the 3-bit VLAN PCP field for

mapping to eight distinct priorities. As a result, data packets can be mapped to the

configured queues; hence, they receive different priorities.

Topology Isolation. FV isolates the topology in a way that tenants only see the

ports and switches that are part of their slices. For this, FV edits and forwards OF

messages related to a specific slice per tenant only.

Switch CPU Isolation. In contrast to legacy switches, where control does not need

an outside connection, OF switches can be overloaded by the amount of OF messages

they need to process. The reason is that the processing needed for external connec-
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tions adds overhead on switch CPUs. In detail, OF agents need to encapsulate and

decapsulate control messages from and to TCP packets. Thus, in case a switch has

to process too many OF messages, its CPU might become overloaded. In order to

ensure that switch CPUs are shared efficiently among all slices, FV limits the rate of

messages sent between SDN switches and tenant controllers. For this, FV implements

a software-based message policing (briefly software isolation). This message policing

needs to be specified and installed with the respective slice configuration.

Flow Entries Isolation. To efficiently realize the match-plus-action paradigm, SDN

switches store match-plus-action instructions in flow tables. In case tenants demand

Gigabit transmissions, this lookup needs to perform in nanoseconds. A special memory

that operates in such timescales is TCAM [Fang Yu et al., 2004]. However, due to its

cost, TCAM space is limited. FV reserves each tenant parts of the table space for

operation. For this, FV keeps track of the used table space per tenant. Tenants cannot

use table space of other tenants in case they demand more table space. FV sends

tenants, which exceed their capacities, an indicator message telling that the flowspace

is full.

Control Channel Isolation. To distinguish between vSDNs, each vSDN is assigned

its distinct transaction identifier. If tenants use the same identifier, FV rewrites the

OF transaction identifiers to make them distinct again. It further modifies controller

buffer accesses and status messages to put isolation into effect.

1.6. Summary
In this cahper we have described the necessity of network abstraction to address het-

ereogeneous application requirement on the same network substrate. The concept of

network virtualization provides an abstraction of the network topology and of the net-

work node and link resources to offer an individual network view, a virtual network,

to a network application provider. Several virtual networks may run on the same net-
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work substrate and have to be isolated from each other. A network hypervisor as an

intermediary layer takes care of providing the abstracted view and of the isolation.

Further network abstraction for adaptation of (virtual) networks is provided by the

concept of Software Defined Networking (SDN). SDN supports a cetralized view on a

network to program e.g. individual forwarding rules. As the combination of network

virtualization and SDN realizes full network abstraction and programmability, this

chapter has used this combination to illustrate and explain network virtualization.

Without loss of generality, the network virtualization concept based on the described

hypervisor concepts can also be applied without SDN. However, when dealing with

network virtualization, it is important to understand both concepts and the difference

between network hypervisor and SDN controller, in particular.
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